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About This Game

Five-star tower defense with unrivaled depth and replayability.

The Bloons are back in full HD glory and this time they mean business! Build awesome towers, choose your favorite upgrades,
hire cool new Special Agents, and pop every last invading Bloon in the best ever version of the most popular tower defense

series in history.

Featuring an all New Tower and Special Agent, glorious HD graphics, original Tracks and Special Missions, a whole new tier of
Specialty Building upgrades, and a never-before-seen Monkey Lab to upgrade your towers, Bloons TD 5 delivers hours of fun

and challenging play to fans and new players alike.

“Nations need to brace themselves for a complete loss of productivity”
- Jayisgames, 4.7/5.0

More Awesomer New Features:
- Cool new towers – Heli Pilot, Bloonchipper, Engineer

- Exclusive new Special Agent – Radadactyl
- All new Monkey Lab – researches unique abilities and tower upgrades

- Specialty Building Tier 4 Upgrades
- Exclusive tracks

Hours and Hours of Awesome Gameplay:
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- 21 powerful towers with Activated Abilities and 2 upgrade paths
- 10 Special Agents

- 40+ Tracks (plus their Reverse versions!)
- 10 Special Missions

- 250+ Random Missions
- New Bloon enemies - tougher Camos, Regrower Bloons, and the fearsome ZOMG

- 50+ Steam Achievements
- Steam Cloud Support

- 3 different game modes
- Freeplay mode after mastering a track

- 3 difficulty settings and family-friendly theme so anyone can play

And that's just the beginning - heaps of planned updates will keep Bloons TD 5 HD fresh, fun, and challenging for many months
to come. Now it's time to pop some Bloons!

Remember to save to the Steam Cloud after each victory to save your progress.
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Title: Bloons TD 5
Genre: Action, Strategy
Developer:
Ninja Kiwi
Publisher:
Ninja Kiwi
Release Date: 19 Nov, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (32 & 64bit)

Processor: 1.5Ghz or better

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.0 compatible, ATI, Nvidia or Intel HD

Storage: 512 MB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible sound card

English,French,Italian,German,Danish,Finnish,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Russian,Swedish,Turkish
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While not being a perfect game, I believe that in my opinion, this is the best game in the series. I love the XP system, the towers,
the maps, and the new additions, and how this game grew from the BTD4 Expansion.

This game features a new art-style not seen previously in the past 4 games, and it looks a lot cleaner, and smoother. The new
Special Agents feature is much appreciated, as it added some great new towers whilst using the Monkey Money well, such as the
Tribal Turtle, and the Monkey Farmer. These Special Agents can also be upgraded with the Pro-Mode, that involves you getting
50 of the same type of Special Agent.

Overall, this package of a 10 dollar game felt complete, with a new upgrade system for the monkeys, a ton of brand new maps,
and even CO-OP mode and missions. This is a must buy for anyone looking to kill time, or just looking for a good time.. Fun
game to play when you need to pass the time. Very relaxing.. fun game it is quick to learn and hard to master. this game is a
masterpeice beutiful. I cannot describe it, like words cannot describe it, it is too good. the emotions. the sleep deprived emotion
of the monkeys trying to defend their land from the balloons. using every last chalk of enegery they have. blood milk and water.
I cannot count the ammount of times I had to turn of my computer due to pure stress and anxiety that the balloons would over
come the defense lines of the monkey children. it reminds me of the 10 years I spent over seas in africa, defending my penal
cavity from the thristy african women and my anal cavity from the ejaculant deprived african men. its tough out there. 100
slime salute for my fallen apes and africans ('-')7
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Update 3.18 is live - NEW EVENT & MAP!:

Welcome to the final content update of the year for BTD 5! Let's take a look, shall we?

New Content. Update 3.15 is live now - CHALLENGE MONKEY EVENT!:

It's time for a new BTD 5 update, Ninjas, and it's a new event for you to get your teeth into!

New Content. Update 3.13 is live now - ALL-NEW PREFERRED MONKEY EVENT!:
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New Content. Bloons TD 5 Update 3.20 is live now - NEW MAP and INVITE CODES!:

New Content. Update 3.17 is live now - NEW MAP & HALLOWEEN EVENT!:
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Welcome to the latest content update for Bloons TD 5! Let's take a look at what's new!

New Content
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